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1. Introduction. One way of defining the Tamagawa number of a

linear algebraic group G is to start with a gauge form [l] on G, i.e.,

an invariant highest degree algebraic differential form which is every-

where holomorphic and nonzero. In this paper we consider the exis-

tence of an everywhere holomorphic and nonzero form of highest

degree on an arbitrary nonsingular affine variety V defined over an

arbitrary field k. It is proved that a variety which is a complete inter-

section possesses a gauge form. Some comments are made on the

general case.

2. Preliminaries. Let FC^" be a nonsingular r-dimensional variety

defined over a field k contained in a universal domain 12. If x = (xi, x2,

■ ■ ■ , xn) is a generic point for V over k, we identify k(x) with the

function field, k(V), of V, and let 2D be the £(x)-space of /^-derivations

of k(x). The elements of ff = Homi(X)(3D, k(x)) are called algebraic

differential 1-forms over k on V; the elements of ArJF are the algebraic

differential r-forms over k on V, or briefly, the r-forms over k. We

define the map d: k(x)-*3 by d/(x)(D) =D/(x) for/(x)Ek(x), DE®.
Let x' be a point of  V. A separating transcendence base tx, k,

• • ■ ,tr for k(x) over k is called a local coordinate system at x' if, for

each i,

(1) tiEOx1, the local ring at x', and

(2) the derivation d/dti maps Qx> into itself. (2) is equivalent to the

statement that dxj/dtiE6X', for all j. Given such a local system, any

r-form co has a "local expression" at x' of the form

co = d>(x)dtx A dh A ■ ■ ■ A dtr,

for some <b(x) Ek(x). co is called a gauge form (over k) on V if at every

point x' of V it has such a local expression in which d>(x)E8X' and

<p(x') 7*0, i.e., 0(x) GO*', the group of units in 6X>.

3. Complete intersections. Let VE&r+N be a nonsingular r-dimen-

sional affine variety defined over k by equations Fi, F2, • • • , Fn in

k[X]=k[Xi, • • • , A%+Ar] and let x=(x\, x2, • • • , xr+N) be generic

over k. If {ix, i2, ■ ■ ■ , ir} is a subset of {1, 2, • • • , r+N}, we shall

denote its complement by {i[, i'2, • ■ • , i'g}.
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Now let x' be any point of V, and suppose

diFu • • • , FN)/diXi,v ■■■, Xi,N)x. ̂  0.

Then the same determinant evaluated at the generic point does not

vanish, and so xtl, ■ • ■ , xir is a separating transcendence base for

kix) over k. To show it is a system of local coordinates at x', it suffices

to prove that dxi'Jdx^EQx- for l^p^N, l=\ = r. But since dx(l,

■ ■ • , dxir are a basis for the space of 1-forms,

r

(1) dxv    =  zZ idxi.jdxjdx^,       l^u = N.
x-i

Moreover, for each m = 1, 2, • • • , N, the equation 0 =dFmix) implies

N r

(2) -  JZ idFm/dXi.)xdxi^ = JZ idFm/dX<x)xdxix.
H-l x-i

Since det HdFm/dXi,))xEQt<, the result follows from (1) and (2).

Now denote by a(i) the sign of the permutation sending (1, 2, • • • ,

r+N) into (tj, ii, ■ ■ ■ , ir, i[, • • • , i'u), and let

dxh A dxi2 A • • • A dxir
(3) co  = cm)-.

diFu ■ ■ ■ , FN)/diXi,v • • • , Xt.N)x

This is an r-form over k on V, holomorphic and nonzero at x'. We

shall show that co' is independent of the choice of x' and local coordi-

nates at x'. It will then follow that co' is a gauge form.

Let x" be any point of V (possibly equal to x'), and suppose that

d(7i, • • ■ , FN)/diXj,lt ■ ■ ■ , Xj,N)x..^0, so that xiv ■ ■ ■ , xif is a

system of local coordinates at x".  Set

dxjx A dxj, A • • • A dxir
co    = cil)-.

diFlt • • • , TVlMXy,,, • • • , Xj.N)x

We claim that co'=w". This is equivalent to the assertion

d(Xy„  •  •   • , Xyr)/a(x,1, •  •  • , Xif)

(4) .^  , .diFu ■ ■ ■ , FN)/diXj,iy ■■■,Xj.!v)x
= aU)aii)-—•

U/ diFu ■■■, F^/diXi.,, ■■■, X,N)X

But the latter is an elementary result of the calculus.

4. The general case. Let { Fa} aGA be any collection of polynomials

in k[X] generating the ideal of FCfin in £l[X]. We denote by B the

set of all A^-tuples (A7 is the codimension) (8 = (ft, /32, • • • , fix) of
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elements of A such that the matrix with ith row dFpJdXi, ■ • ■ ,

dFpJdXn, for i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , N, has rank N at x. For each fiEB, let

Up = {x'G V\ the rank of the same matrix evaluated at x' is also N}.

Then the { Up} p£B are a fe-open cover of F.

For fi, yEB, set e£ = det Cp, where the matrix with ith row

dFy/dXi, ■ • ■ , dFy./dXn evaluated at x is Cp times the matrix with

ith rowdFpJdXi, • • • , dFpJdXn evaluated at x. Then Cp is an NXN
matrix over k(x) and c}E&*(UpfAUy).

It is easily seen that {Cp} p,yeB is a 1-cocycle for the cohomology of

the cover { Up}peB of V with coefficients in the sheaf of local units.

Moreover, it is not hard to prove that the element represented in the

Cech cohomology flP-CV, 0*) is zero if and only if V possesses a gauge

form over k.

We shall now give an example, due to D. S. Rim, of a nonsingular

affine variety which possesses no gauge form. Suppose that R is the

coordinate ring of an r-dimensional variety V defined over k, and that

S is the coordinate ring of an ^-dimensional variety W defined over k.

Assume that S is an augmented F-algebra.

Let JFb be the F-moduIe of all 1-forms over ionF which are every-

where holomorphic; SFs, the S-module of all 1-forms over k on W

which are everywhere holomorphic. Finally, let 'Ssir denote the

S-module consisting of all elements of rIomk^w)(L>erRk(W), k(W))

which are holomorphic everywhere on W. We have natural ^-deriva-

tions dR-. R—>5r, ds: S—>$s, and a natural S-derivation ds/R'. S—>5s/r,

all satisfying (d/)D=D/, for/ in R or S and D in fJB, JFS, or \7s/r, as

the case may be. These derivations yield canonical isomorphisms

Hom«(3:B, M) « Der*(F, M),        for any F-module M,

(5) Hom.s(5s, M) ~ Dert(S, M),       for any S-module M,

Homs(3:s/«, M) ~ Der«(S, M),        for any S-module M.

Now, since S is an augmented F-algebra,

(6) 0 -> DeraCS, M) -> ~Derk(S, M) -> ~Derk(R, M)-^0

is exact for any S-module M. Moreover,

(7) 0-^S ®r$r^$s^5s/r->0

is a split exact sequence of S-modules. Exactness is seen by applying

Homs(-, M) for any S-module M (by (5) and (6), we always obtain

an exact sequence), and splitness is seen by taking M = S®r5r.

Let (A'SOs be the S-module of everywhere holomorphic s-forms

over k on W. Then  the natural  map A*(3rg)-^(A,3r)s is an isomor-
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phism, since it is such locally. Clearly, if there exists a gauge form co

on W, then (A*30s is a free 5-module, Sw; and, conversely, if (A'SOs

is nontrivial free, then IF possesses a gauge form (any generator of

(A'OOs). We now construct a variety W for which A'(3\s) is not free.

Take & = fi = the field of complex numbers, and let R he the quo-

tient ring of the polynomial ring fi[A~, F, Z] by the ideal generated

by X2+Y2+Z2 — l. Since R is not a unique factorization domain

HX+iY)iX-iY) = -iZ-l)iZ+l)), there exists in R an ideal 21

which is locally principal but not principal, e.g., 2I = i?(X-f-iF)(Z—1).

Let S = S(2l), the symmetric algebra on 21 (it is locally a polynomial

ring in one variable). Then V is the 2-sphere, and IF is a nonsingular

affine variety which is locally FXa straight line.

Now, from (7) and the fact that dim TF=3, dim F=2, we obtain

A3(5S) ~ A2(5 ®B 5r) <g>s $s/r ~ S ®s $s/r ~ 3\s/k-

It will therefore suffice to prove that 5S/b is not 5-free.

However, we have the following sequence of natural transfor-

mations: for any ^-module M, Homsi5s/R,M) «Derij(5,Af)«

HomB(2I, i7)«Homs(5®ij2l, M). Hence, ffs/s^S®^, canoni-

cally. But S®b21 is not 5-free; for, if it were (viewing R as an 5-

module), J?®s(5®b21) «i?®B2l«2l would bei?-free, a contradiction.

Accordingly, IF possesses no gauge form.
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